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ABSTRACT
Knowledge of radiation and its application and protection have been routinely

taught, discussed and transferred to end users and the public. Limited resource and a
strategic plan are identified to be the major obstacle to fully implementation of radiation
education in Thailand. Current strategic planning on radiation education in Thailand will
be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Peaceful applications of atomic energy in Thailand has been the founding

principle of atomic energy applications since its introduction to the Kingdom in 1961. It
is clear to us that 'peaceful' means benefit with safety. In practice, Thailand commits
and adheres to Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) of nuclear weapon regime with a
comprehensive safeguard agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency or
the IAEA.

The world wide "Atom for Peace" program initiated a national peaceful
application of atomic energy program in Thailand. Later, an Atomic Energy
Commission, so called Thai A.E.C., was established by virtue of the Atomic Energy for
Peace Act 1961 with an Office of Atomic Energy for Peace (OAEP) established as its
Secretariat. OAEP is an the key organization in Thailand dealing with all matters on
peaceful application of atomic energy. Apart from being the Secretariat to the Thai
A.E.C., OAEP has been playing key roles to implement the founding principle and its
associated policies to control and regulate safe uses of, to promote and coordinate
research and development on, and to conduct its own research and development on
peaceful utilization of atomic energy. It is also the counterpart institution of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

In the past 36 years, there have been substantial progresses made on peaceful
and safe utilization of atomic energy in various Thai research institutions including
OAEP. Their main contributions have been in areas of education and training, and for
agricultural produce development and treatments, nuclear medicine and nuclear
oncology, health care and nutrition, and increasing industrial productivity and
efficiency. Such progresses are assured by only with sufficient safety measures.
Enforcing of radiation and nuclear safety measures has been a major commitment to the
public of the safety inspectors and safety officers at OAEP. It has been clearly successful
as there has been no record of any major nuclear accident in Thailand since 1962.

2. CURRENT RADIATION EDUCATION PROGRAM
Office of Atomic Energy for Peace, with the research reactor and modern

equipment, is the center of associated with radiation education in Thailand, as the
promoter and enforcement. Training of radiation safety and radiation safety officer
which are the requirement of nation's regulatory function are also provided. All the
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training course contain basic radiation interactions with matters, the basic knowledge for
radiation education. However, it is at rather technical and for scientists. Therefore, it is
recently agreed among the trainers that education plan on dedicated radiation education
curriculum is needed for expanding correct knowledge of nature of radiation and its
usefulness and danger. Hence, the general public are more knowledgeable, and proper
use of nuclear technology in the future will increasing on sound basis.

Knowledge of radiation are recently put in school education, starting in
secondary school, radiation applications in food irradiation and sterilization of medical
products are taught in everyday science courses. In high schools, the topic on radiation
and radioactivity are parts of fundamental physics and chemistry. Furthermore, in more
than 600 colleges and universities located in all part of Thailand, every major college
and university offers courses in fundamental nuclear physics and related topics in
Physics Department. Physical-chemistry concerning of radiation and radioactivity in
other aspect is taught in Chemistry Department. Reactor theory is a topic existed in
Master degree program of Nuclear Technology at Chulalongkorn University. Among
universities in Bangkok area, Kasetsart University has a Department of Applied
Radiation and Isotopes which offers many undergraduate courses on applications of
radiation technology in agriculture and environment. Radiation and research from
accelerator is emphasized in the Fast Neutron Research Facility, Institute of Science and
Technology Research and Development, Chiang Mai University at Chiang Mai. For
medical application, there are numbers of programs on radiation technology studies in
medical fields in major cities; Bangkok, Chiang Mai, and Song Khla. The program
produces radiologist for hospitals. Three level programs consist of a program for X-
rays technician, a program for overall radiologist and a program for advance radiation
physicist, who is a person assisting oncologist in radiation dose calculation and
treatment of patients.

OAEP's major roles in above curriculum are:
• giving lecturers for many courses in colleges and universities, providing assistant for

laboratory exercises and researches;
• delivering lectures for interested groups and associations, arranging in house courses

in radiation technologies and radiation protection; and
• cooperating with IAEA in arranging national or regional training in some special

related topics, etc.
Figure 1 shows number of academic courses given by lecturers from OAEP, Figure 2
shows number of persons doing laboratory exercises and researches, and Figure 3
shows number of lectures given to groups and associations. In addition, since 1990,
OAEP has organized 11 courses on radiation aplications and 59 courses on radiation
protection.

It is therefore advisable to say that, except for nuclear power, the utilization of
nuclear technology in Thailand is willingly accepted. They are widely used in nuclear
medicine, industry, agriculture, research and education.

Besides the 59 courses arranged by OAEP and some courses offered in
universities, there seems to be inadequate for increasing needs of the technology. OAEP
also negotiate with JAERI, under the bilateral OAEP-JAERI Cooperative Research
Agreement, two courses on Radiation Protection for Radiation Safety Supervisor, and
on Nuclear Technology and Its Diverse Applications. Course for the two topics will
organized twice in the course of three years. JAERI also supports number of essential
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instruments necessary to conduct the courses. Distance Learning for Radiation
Protection training is another approach being planned together with planned certification
for radiation protection personnel to be enforced by OAEP.

Currently, simplified and short courses on radiation and radioactivity have been
organized for school teachers at Ongkharak Distric, Nakon Nayok Province, where a
new nuclear research center is to be established. The courses are simplified and
associated with simple laboratories such as radioactive materials in everyday-life
products, radioactivity in air, autoradiography, column scan demonstration, etc. The
courses proved to be successful, and there are numbers of suggestions such as
organization of the nuclear related youth camp, the public information center located in
schools in the vicinity, and granting students to further study in nuclear science.

3. CURRENT PROBLEM
As radiation education is recently start in school, there are still lacking of

experienced teachers to provide appropriate guidance to students. Many educational
colleges are inadequately equipped with laboratory accessories, especially materials for
physics experiments. Another major concern is to encourage teaching statistics of
probability and risk assessment within the radiation measurement techniques. Many
people are not knowledgeable enough to make use of the subjects and, hence, do not
know status of risks from natural radiation being experienced in everyday life. Majority
of university students refuse to take statistics courses if they can avoid.

4. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
There are world wide effort to educate general public on peaceful applications of

nuclear energy including that of nuclear power. Traditionally, public information
officers, most likely being familiar with perception of nuclear scientists, tend to jump to
disseminating all available information close to our routine technical work and
acquainted environments. It is assumed that the public have certain degree of scientific
background sufficient to comprehend the available information. After so many efforts
for a long period of time, the public often complain of complexity of nuclear science for
them to readily comprehend. They need some simpler reference than scientific terms and
formulae. Therefore, some rethinking is necessary to clearly identify how general public
perceive events around them, what influence their decision making process, and what
kind of personality they respect, listen and follow. It is a huge and difficult task.

Public perception of what explained to them seems to be the origin of all
misperceptions. The long standing perception of nuclear energy is destructive while
perception on daily exposure to radiation from the origin of mankind remains unnoticed
situation. Radiation education seems to possess strong message to the public to be
understood and be aware of true ecology of mandkinds and true meaning (perception) of
nuclear energy in daily life. Hence, public acceptance is expected to follow
spontaneously.

It is, therefore, essential to concentrate on using radiation education as the
important vehicle to inform general public of nuclear energy in daily life called sun ray,
cosmic ray neutrinos and others.

Public understanding of such naturally occurred phenomena will certainly
prepared themselves to listen more carefully on subjects of atomic energy, as they
realized of its daily association with life on earth.
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Therefore, radiation education is indeed an essential instruments for providing
good basis for general public to understand atomic energy in daily life. It will certainly
be a strategic approach in Thailand for public information program from now onward.

Figure 1 Number of courses given by lecturers from OAEP
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Figure 2 Number of persons doing laboratory exercises and researches
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Figure 3 Number of lectures given to groups and associations
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